Secure WiFi

Hardened wireless access for the cloud-first corporate LAN
Product Sheet: Managed SD-WAN

Masergy Secure WiFi is a dual-band, dual-stream wireless access
point (AP) with built-in enterprise security powered by Fortinet®.
Capable of supporting either low-density areas such as retail
stores or large high-density corporate offices, Masergy Secure
WiFi hardware delivers speedy and secure 802.11ac wireless
access to your workforce.

Extend award-winning WAN management
into your corporate LAN’s WiFi
Masergy Secure WiFi extends Masergy managed networking
services from the WAN into the LAN. Perfect for hybrid WAN
deployments with a mix of private Layer 3 links at large offices
and SD-WAN at branch locations, Masergy Secure WiFi delivers
fully managed wireless in a plug-and-play solution. Whether
you’re swapping out existing APs or building out a whole new
wireless system for your employees, Masergy Secure WiFi
enables secure, managed wireless for as many as 130,000
simultaneous users.

Features
▪ Dual-band WiFi for
intelligent uninterrupted
wireless connections to
enterprise networks
▪ Fortinet® powered security
hardware designed to
protect and accelerate your
network data
▪ Built to mount anywhere
and deliver secure WiFi for
up to 130,000 simultaneous
users

Benefits
▪ Stops rogue access point
wireless scanning, providing
maximum protection of
regulated environments with
PCI-DSS compliance
▪ Covers either small branch
offices or high-density office
environments with secure
WiFi signals for enterprise
grade wireless network
access
▪ Extends the award-winning
24/7 Masergy WAN
monitoring and real-time
control into the customer
LAN for enhanced security
and peace of mind

Flexible deployment options for any-sized location
Masergy Secure WiFi APs fit your specific locations to deliver maximum wireless coverage for your
workspace. With up to eight internal antennae and the latest 802.11ac Wave 2 specifications, you can
cover either low/medium density areas with open spaces such as retail stores and classrooms or large
high-density corporate offices. Give your users the ability to choose between dual-band 2.4GHz and 5GHz
WiFi on up to 16 SSIDs supporting up to 512 users per AP —all with the award-winning end-to-end
network visibility and control enterprises have come to expect from Masergy.
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